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Numerical modeling is one of the leading research tools for the climate problems. Among

numerical models, researchers use, in particular, coupled models, that are numerical models de-

scribing more than one climate component dynamics and their interactions. The simulation results

with such models depend on the way how these interactions are configured. Therefore, a proper

configuration of the exchanges is crucial. The software called a “coupler” is often used to config-

ure these interactions. The coupler is most helpful if the model components are independent of

each other modules, their number exceeds two, and they have their own computational grid and

time integration step. Key functions of the coupler are managing data exchange between models,

setting up synchronous interaction between them based on the time integration step, and interpo-

lating data from one model’s computational grid to the other model’s grid. Additional functions

can also be implemented, e.g., fluxes computation between model components, data assimilation,

working with the file system, etc. The coupler has one crucial feature: if there is a set of different

models of climate system components, one can construct new coupled models by coupling various

subsets of these components with coupler. This paper gives an overview of the SCM (SibCIOM

Coupling Module) coupler we first developed for the model SibCIOM (Siberian Coupled Ice and

Ocean Model). The description of this coupler has not been published before. The SCM coupler

is a separate module to which the main climate system model component, such as atmospheric,

oceanic, sea ice and land components, can be attached. Additional functions of this coupler in-

clude computation of atmosphere-to-ocean and atmosphere-to-ice fluxes and ocean and sea ice

state correction using a tidal model. This paper also gives examples of two models constructed

with the SCM coupler.
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Introduction

Numerical modeling is one of the main tools in climate research nowadays. There are many

numerical models of different complexity, from simple null or one-dimensional models to ensem-

bles of coupled three-dimensional models. Every model type is used for various aims depending

on the investigated problem. For example, simpler models can be used to estimate the influence

of a specific physical process on the climate, to analyze particular climate drivers or to estimate

some parameters needed for the more complex models to work correctly [9, 19, 25]. More complex

models are often used to describe the dynamics and interactions of climate system components

in detail [33]. Coupled models also describe some climate system components, such as coupled

ocean and sea ice models, e.g., FEMAO [30], SibCIOM [14, 15], coupled atmosphere and land

models [16], etc.

All components of most coupled models are usually independent and interact, or coupled,

with each other in a certain way. Various coupling techniques are possible. A program code of one

model component can be nested in the code of another as a subroutine, or the model components

can run concurrently and communicate with each other through any interface (MPI, file system,

UNIX pipe, etc.). An example of the model that uses both these coupling techniques is the

INMCM climate model [35]. It includes the General Atmospheric Circulation Model (GACM)

component and the General Ocean Circulation Model (GOCM) component, running concur-

rently and interacting with each other through MPI. At the same time, the land, vegetation and
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atmospheric aerosol models are implemented in the GACM component as subroutines, and the

ice model is implemented in the GOCM component.

Other coupling techniques are associated with a software called “coupler”. The main func-

tions of the coupler are management of data transfer between model components, execution

control based on the calendar and time step of model components, and interpolation of coupling

data from the computational grid of one model component to the computational grid of the

other component. Additional functions can also be delegated to the coupler, such as flux calcu-

lation between model components, working with the file system, data assimilation, etc. The set

of these functions may depend on the specific problem.

In general, couplers can be referred to one of three types: stand-alone coupler, integrated

coupling framework and coupling library. Figure 1 shows the interaction diagrams of some cou-

plers with model components.

The stand-alone coupler is usually a separate component of the model. In this case, the

model components are separate executable modules that run concurrently. Usually, such a cou-

pler is serial and its performance is bottleneck when the array sizes and the number of model

components increase, because only the master processes of the model components are involved

in interaction with the coupler. The memory usage restrictions arise from this as well. The most

advanced examples of such couplers are OASIS3 [34] and older versions of the NCAR CSM Flux

coupler (cpl3, cpl4, cpl5), that was used in CCSM model (Fig. 1a).

The integrated coupling framework (e.g. Fig. 1b) is the software that uses component-level

interfaces assembling into a single integrated application. This type of system is managed by a

high-level driver, and the model component code is usually reorganized as a sequence of method

calls, such as initialize, run and finalize, etc. Many systems of this type are usually designed for

a predefined set of components, and any changes may require complicated work on the coupler

and model component codes. However, the ability of such systems to execute model components

sequentially, concurrently or in a mixed mode may give additional opportunities for performance

optimization. The most advanced systems of this type are ESMF [6], NCAR CSM Flux Coupler

(cpl7) [8], and GFDL FMS [2].

It is worth noting that such systems may have the coupler as a separate module, keeping only

a part of the coupler functions, e.g. interpolation or data transfer, and giving other functions, e.g.

execution control, to a high-level driver. The NCAR CSM Flux coupler is one of such couplers.

Starting with the cpl6 version, this type of coupler works in a parallel mode. There are also

couplers which can additionally use abstract interfaces, that enable to couple any number of

models with different characteristics. One of them is the CMF (Compact Modeling Framework)

coupler [21].

The coupling library (Fig. 1c) is a set of coupling tools that are plugged into each model

component as a library. In this case, there is no stand-alone coupler component. Also, a high-level

driver is not required in this case. The coupler functions are performed concurrently by a subset

of the cores of each of the model components, resulting in improved performance. However, as

the number of model components increases, it becomes harder to manage and debug the model

code. The OASIS3-MCT [7] and MCT [20, 24] are the most advanced couplers of this type.

There is no “one-size-fits-all” coupler that is optimal for all coupled models. There is a wide

range of couplers that may be suitable for a particular purposes, but not to the user, like such

couplers as black box. Nevertheless, it can be convenient to create unique coupler that performs

all the additional functions the user needs. In addition, having specific software solution allows
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(a) Stand-alone sequantial coupler (CCSM model)

(b) Integrated coupling framework (ESMF/NUOPC

coupling framework)
(c) Coupling library (OASIS3-MCT)

Figure 1. Interaction diagrams of model components with coupler for different coupler types

to fully control its versions and make the necessary changes without any communication with

coupler holder. Thus, we decided to develop the SCM (SibCIOM Coupling Module) coupler.

The development of the SCM coupler began in the early 2000s, when it was planned to

couple the ocean model developed at ICMMG SB RAS [14, 15] and any sea ice model for

Arctic ocean simulations. The CICE model [4, 10, 18, 27], which, at that time, was part of the

CCSM (Community Climate System Model), was taken as the sea-ice model. Interaction between

the components of this model was performed using the NCAR CSM Flux coupler (cpl4) [23].

Therefore, to avoid modifications in the CICE model, the concept of interaction protocols with

the NCAR coupler was taken and the SCM coupler was developed based on it.

Since this coupler accounted for the features of our ocean model and the CICE model, the

first version of the coupled sea ice and ocean model SibCIOM (Siberian Coupled Ice-Ocean

Model) was developed on its basis. Later, atmosphere and land components were added to the

model as pure model components, i.e. they transfer NCEP/NCAR reanalisys data [22] through

the coupler to ocean and sea-ice components.

Note that the SCM coupler is designed for coarse-resolution models, in contrast to many

modern couplers designed for use on high and ultra-high-resolution models on massively parallel

supercomputers. At the time of its development, we were not interested in performance issues.

Nevertheless, some changes were made over time, which allowed us to slightly reduce the running
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time of the coupler within the SibCIOM model. Note that the coupler code was developed from

the ground up.

The main purpose of this article is to describe the design of the resulting SCM coupler and

its functionality, since its description has never been published. The new coupled climate models

using this coupler are presented. The SCM is written in FORTRAN90 programming language

using MPI. The source code is licensed under the GPL-3.0 license and is available on Github [3].

The article consists of three sections. The first and second sections describe SCM coupler

design and functionality, respectively. The third section gives examples of constructing two

climate models using this coupler.

1. SCM Coupler Design

To interact with the coupler, the model components must first be prepared correctly. Then,

the work of the coupler and model components can be split into three phases: initialization;

exchange of configurations and initial data; and synchronized exchange in time cycle.

1.1. Preparation of Model Component

The model being coupled must be either sequential or paralleled using MPI. Note that it

is recommended to use the MPI subroutines from [3]: MPI/mpi tools.F. The first step is to

insert an initialization procedure setup mpi(′model name′) (see Section 1.2) at the beginning

of program and make sure that previous MPI initialization procedures (if they exist) do not

override it. Before starting any calculations, the model must receive a one-dimensional integer

array of length 100, the first two records of which contain information about the start and end

dates of the experiment. This array is then filled one by one with the following data before

sending it back to the coupler:

• diagnostic flag (0 – if the model works correctly, 1 – if the model does not work correctly,

in which case the whole model will stop);

• the current date of the model component;

• time in seconds elapsed since the beginning of the model’s day;

• grid size by longitude;

• grid size by latitude;

• number of model steps per day.

Next, it is necessary to create subroutines for sending calculated model data to the coupler

and for receiving data from the coupler, similar to subroutines send atmos data and get atm state

(see [3]: Coupler 8/coupler.F), for example.

The send subroutine should pack a set of two-dimensional arrays into one two-dimensional

array with the number of rows equal to the number of arrays to be sent and send it to the coupler.

The rows themselves are the original two-dimensional arrays, flattened into one-dimensional

arrays. The receive subroutine must get a two-dimensional array from the coupler and reshape

each of its rows back into a two-dimensional array. In this case, it is necessary to ensure the

consistency of the transmitted data between the coupler and the model component.

These subroutines must then be used before the main model cycle to send the model grid

and initial data to the coupler and receive the necessary data from the other models through

the coupler.
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1.2. Initialization of Model Components

The subroutine setup mpi(′model name′) (see [3]: MPI/mpi tools.F) should be called at the

beginning of the model components and coupler programs. It initializes all model components in

global communicator MPI COMM WORLD, creates the internal communicators and distribute

all processes over them (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Scheme of the setup mpi(’model name’) subroutine result

Each model component process has a global and a local number. Let N be total num-

ber of processes used by model, and Ncpl, Natm, Nocn, Nice, Nlnd are the number of a process

used by each model component providing equality Ncpl + Natm + Nocn + Nice + Nlnd = N .

These numbers also define the maximum number of local processes for each component. Enu-

meration of global processes is changed for every program run, therefore for certainty we

assume that Mcpl,Matm,Mocn,Mice,Mlnd are the global numbers of the last process of each

component, such that Ncpl − 1 = Mcpl < Matm < Mocn < Mice < Mlnd = N − 1. Pro-

cedures MPI GROUP RANGE INCL and MPI COMM CREATE are used to create the pro-

cesses groups and individual communicators (MPI COMM CPL, MPI COMM ATM, etc.) for

all model components. Within these communicators, model components can perform their

own internal communications. Finally, the master processes for each component are defined

as global processes with numbers IDcpl = 0, IDatm = Mcpl + 1, IDocn = Matm + 1, IDice =

Mocn + 1, IDlnd = Mice + 1.

1.3. Initial Data and Configuration Exchange

The second phase starts with configuration exchange (Fig. 3). First, the coupler sends

the start and end date of the experiment via the buff array of size 100 to the model com-

ponents. Tags msgtypes c2ii, msgtypes c2ai, msgtypes c2li, msgtypes c2oi (see [3]: Cou-

pler 8/msgtypes.F) show that the coupler sends initial data to the ice, atmospheric, land

and oceanic components, respectively. Similarly, parameters msgtypes i2ci, msgtypes a2ci,

msgtypes l2ci, msgtypes o2ci shows that model components send initial data to coupler. Then

coupler receives updated array buff and grid configuration from each model. The data structures

that the coupler uses will be described below. (see [3]: Coupler 8/struct.F for datails)

The first are structures of type “grid” and “state” that store buff array data and grid

configuration. They are defined for each model component. A structure of “state” type contains

the next fields: the current date idate, the time in seconds elapsed since the beginning of the
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Figure 3. Flow chart diagram of the first and second phases of coupler and model components

model’s day sec, the size of the computation grid imt, jmt, the number of time steps per day

nadv and the next time moment of model component next.

A structure of “grid” type contains the next two-dimensional arrays: geographical coordi-

nates lat, lon, the area of the box surrounding the gtid points tarea, domain mask mask and

an auxiliary array work that can store any additional grid data.

The next step is receiving the initial data of each model component. This data is written in

data structures of types “from ocn”, “from ice”, “from atm” and “from lnd”. This structures

must be modified manually according to the data being sent by the model components. Fluxes

after their computation are stored in structures “to ice”,“to ocn”, “to lnd”, “to atm” types. The

final step of second phase is sending the new data to the model components.
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The second phase of any model component includes receiving the coupler configuration,

sending its configuration, grid and initial data to the coupler and receiving the necessary data

from the other model components (Fig. 3).

Figure 4. Flow chart diagram of the coupler third phase

1.4. Data Exchange Synchronization

The third phase of coupler includes a “while” loop (Fig. 4). The exit from the loop occurs in

two cases: after reaching the final simulation date (the “state” structure field next is assumed

to be −999 for any model component) or after stopping any of the model components for any

reason.

At the same time, the third phase of any model component includes “do” loop where the

synchronized data exchange occurs. Moreover, the order of interaction with the coupler remains

the same as before the loop (Fig. 3). Within the loop, the buff is sent, the current model state

is sent, and the necessary data is received from other components.
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The coupler knows next time moments next(atm), next(ice), next(ocn), next(land) for

each step of the “while” loop. Among all these moments, the minimum moment next is chosen,

and further data exchange and flux calculation are performed for model components where this

minimum moment is greater or equal to one of the next time moments. One should note that

this condition can be satisfied for several components at the same time.

Fluxes are calculated using the data from each model component obtained at different time

steps, i.e., if next ≥ next(ice), then ice fluxes are calculated using the atmospheric, land and

ocean data from the previous time step and ice data received at the current moment.

Since a coupler is a sequential program, the order established for receiving data, calculating

fluxes, and sending updated data is very important The ocean model is the most time-consuming

one; these types of operations are a priority for it. For other model components, these operations

take much less time. If the order is changed, the waiting time for other components increases.

And this slows down the model operation.

Coupler step 4

nexta = 72000, nexto = 9600

nexti = 10800, nextl = 7200

next = min(nexta, nexto, ... 

         ... nexti, nextl) = 7200

nexta,l = nexta,l + dta,l

recieve atm, lnd data � 

� calculate fluxes �

� send fluxes to atm, lnd

dta = 3600, dto = 4800, dti = 5400, dtl = 7200

Coupler step 1

nexta = 3600, nexto = 4800

nexti = 5400, nextl = 7200

next = min(nexta, nexto, ... 

         ... nexti, nextl) = 3600

nexta = nexta + dta

recieve atm data � 

� calculate fluxes �

� send fluxes to atm

Coupler step 2

nexta = 7200, nexto = 4800

nexti = 5400, nextl = 7200

next = min(nexta, nexto, ... 

         ... nexti, nextl) = 4800

nexto = nexto + dto

recieve ocn data � 

� calculate fluxes �

� send fluxes to ocn

Coupler step 3

nexta = 7200, nexto = 9600

nexti = 5400, nextl = 7200

next = min(nexta, nexto, ... 

         ... nexti, nextl) = 5400

nexti = nexti + dti

recieve ice data � 

� calculate fluxes �

� send fluxes to ice

. . .

Figure 5. Example of the data exchange synchronization in SCM coupler

Finally, let us consider an example of how the process of data exchanges synchronization

by the coupler is performed (Fig. 5). Let dta = 3600, dto = 4800, dti = 5400, dtl = 7200 are

time steps (in seconds) of each model component. Let us also assume that nexta = next(atm),

nexto = next(ocn), nexti = next(ice) and nextl = next(land). Before the while loop starts, we

have nexta = dta, nexto = dto, nexti = dti, nextl = dtl. At the first step, next = nexta = 3600,

i.e., next ≥ nexta. Therefore, data exchange and flux calculation are performed only for the

atmospheric component. The next time moment for atmosphere is nexta = nexta + dta = 7200.

A similar process takes place for the second and third steps within the ocean and ice components,

respectively. For the fourth step, we have next ≥ nexta and next ≥ nextl, thus, in this step,

data exchange and flux calculation are performed first for the atmosphere, then for the land.

2. SCM Coupler Functionality

This chapter describes other functions of the SCM coupler, such as interpolation,

flux calculation and tidal effects accounting. These functions are used in the data prepa-

ration subroutines before being sent to the model components. The preparation subrou-

tines are called prepare atmos support, prepare ocean support, prepare ice support and

prepare land support (see [3]: Coupler 8/prepare.F).
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2.1. Fluxes Calculation

Flux is the exchange rate of some media characteristics specified for a unit area per unit

time. Fluxes determine how the climate components interact with each other. For each pair

of model components, different fluxes are calculated e.g., heat and radiation fluxes from the

atmosphere to the ocean ice, greenhouse gases fluxes from the land to the atmosphere, fresh

water fluxes from ice to ocean, etc.

The flux calculation problem can be solved either by the coupler, which has information

about the state of all components at any given time, or by the major component at the moment

when it has all the necessary data from the other components. Note that in the general case it is

difficult to determine where the fluxes should be calculated, either in the coupler or in any model

component, because it depends on the features of a particular model. Therefore, the solution of

this problem is left to the model developers.

The current version of the SCM coupler fully computes fluxes from atmosphere to ocean

(see [3]: Coupler 8/flux ao.F). Fluxes from atmosphere to ice are computed by the ice model,

because the CICE model has its own flux calculation procedures. Moving these procedures from

the ice component to the coupler requires a significant rearrangement in the model code and

may cause incorrect model behavior. Nevertheless, the SCM coupler provides the option of the

atmosphere-to-ice fluxes computation.

At the atmosphere-ocean interface, the values of wind stress ~τ , humidity E, sensible heat

flux H, upward long-wave radiation flux L↑ and CO2 flux from the atmosphere to ocean must

be calculated. The bulk aerodynamic formulae are used to evaluate ~τ , E and H. The general

expressions are the following:

~τ = ρA (u∗)2
∆~U

|∆~U |
, Es = ρAu

∗Q∗, Hs = ρACPA
u∗θ∗,

u∗ =
√
CU

∣∣∣∆~U
∣∣∣ , Q∗ =

CE

∣∣∣∆~U
∣∣∣∆q

u∗
, θ∗ =

CT

∣∣∣∆~U
∣∣∣∆θ

u∗
,

∆~U = ~U − ~UA, ∆q = q − qA, ∆θ = T − θA,

where ρA is the atmospheric surface density, CPA
is the specific heat capacity of atmosphere,

CU , CE , CT are dimensionless drag-coefficients for wind stress, humidity and sensible heat, re-

spectively, ~UA, qA, θA are the horizontal wind velocity vector, the specific air humidity and the

potential atmospheric temperature at some reference height ζr, respectively, and ~U, q, T are the

vector of horizontal ocean current velocity, the saturation humidity at the atmosphere-ocean in-

terface, and the ocean surface temperature, respectively. The differences ∆~U,∆q,∆θ are defined

so that the downward fluxes are positive. It is worth noting that the velocities in the atmosphere

are considerably higher than in the ocean, so one can neglect the ocean velocity in the formulas

and put ∆~U = −~UA.

All bulk formulas differ from each other in a manner how the parametric coefficients

CU , CE , CT are evaluated. Two evaluation approaches are implemented in the SCM coupler:

one is based on the COARE3.0 algorithm [1, 11], the other is based on the algorithm presented

in the CSM Flux coupler (cpl4) user guide [23].

The general formula to calculate L↑ is as in [23]

L↑ = −εσT 4 + αLL↓, (1)
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where σ = 5.67×10−8 W
m2K4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ε is the emissivity of the interface,

and αL is the surface albedo for incident longwave radiation L↓. The value of L↑ also depends on

the air humidity, cloud cover and difference between the surface (ocean or ice) temperature TS

and near- surface air temperature TA. Thus, the formula (1) becomes (see [5]):

L↑ = L0
↑ + 4εσT 3

S (TS − TA) . (2)

Two ways to determine L0
↑ can be used in the coupler:

L0
↑ = εσT 4

S (0.39− 0.05
√
ea)
(
1− 0.6c2

)
,

L0
↑ = εσT 4

S (0.39− 0.05
√
ea) (1− 0.8c) ,

where ea is the water vapor pressure in atmosphere, and c is the fractional cloud cover. The first

expression is described in [13], the second one in [32]. The second expression was used by various

Arctic Ocean models, including SibCIOM, in the framework of the AOMIP (Arctic Ocean Inter

comparison Project).

There are also two ways to account L↑. In the first case, the fluxes LI
↑ and LO

↑ for the ocean

surface and sea ice are calculated separately by formula (2) and the total flux is calculated as

L↑ = βLI
↑ + (1− β)LO

↑ , where β is ice compactness. In the second case, it is assumed that

TS = εITIβ + εOTO(1 − β) and ε = εIβ + εO(1 − β), where εI , εO are emissivity for ice and

ocean. Then the calculation is carried out according (2).

2.2. Data Interpolation

Let for some model component, for example, the ice model, the influence of atmospheric,

ocean and land components have been described. These components send their current states

and fluxes, based on these states, to the ice model using the coupler. Each component has its

own computational grid. Let us call the grids of the atmosphere, ocean, and land models the

source grids, and the ice model grid as the destination grid. To use all necessary data by the ice

component, the data from the source grids must be interpolated onto the destination grid. This

requires an interpolation subroutine.

The subroutine used in the coupler is based on the interpolation function described in [26].

Let f : Rn → R be a function of n variables and {~xk ∈ Rn, k = 1, . . . ,M} be a grid of any domain.

The value of f(~x) in some grid point ~xk is denoted by fk = f(~xk). The model component grid

can include both points used and not used for calculation, e.g., the ocean model grid can include

land points that are not used in the calculation (Fig. 2). Therefore, let us introduce additionally

the mask of the domain as a function m : Rn → {0, 1} such that m(~xk = mk, where mk = 1 if

~xk is a computational point and mk = 0 if ~xk is not a computational point. The interpolation

function is defined by the formula:

u(~x) =

M∑
k=1

Wk (~x) fk

M∑
k=1

Wk (~x)

, Wk(~x) =





exp
(
−E r2k

R2

)
, rk ≤ R ∨mk = 1

0, rk > R ∨mk = 0
,

where R is the radius of the circle centered at ~x ∈ Rn, rk = ρ (~x, ~xk) = |~x− ~xk| and E = 4.

The interpolation subroutine is time consuming enough, so if the model grids are fixed, it is

better to compute the coefficients Wk (~x) once and use them for every time step. During the first
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fluxes calculation, the coupler creates the files containing the matrices of interpolation coefficients

Wk (~x) for each pair of model components. Then these matrices are stored in memory and used

during computation. If the grid configuration for another model simulation has not changed, the

interpolation coefficients are read from the saved files during the first flux calculation and used

further. If the grid of any component has changed, it is necessary to delete manually the files

with interpolation coefficients, related to this component. In this case, only part of the matrices

will be recalculated.

Note that in addition to scalar data, vector data can also be sent to the components. Since

the source grid and the destination grid can be rotated relative to each other by a certain

angle, there is another interpolation procedure for vector data, based on the same interpolation

function: it can rotates the vector on the destination grid by the required angle.

2.3. Tidal Model

The tidal phenomena have a significant impact on the dynamics of sea ice in the Arctic. For

example, they can affect the sea ice velocity, its formation and degradation, etc. A more detailed

description of the tide effect can be found in [17]. The coupler has a subroutine for describing

the tidal phenomena (see [3]: Coupler 8/tides.F). It is based on the barotropic inverse model of

the Northern Ice Ocean [29]. This module is called in the ice flux calculation procedure and it

is universal for any ice model attached to the coupler, since it uses the sea ice model mask and

the current date as input data.

3. Constructing New Climate Models Using SCM Coupler

One of the important tasks in Arctic climate research is to investigate the causal relationships

between the Earth’s and Arctic’s climate changes. The SibCIOM model is useful for solving

these kinds of problems. However, this model does not use dynamical atmosphere and land

models, which makes it impossible to perform more detailed research. Therefore, it was decided

to modify the SibCIOM model using the existing GACM instead of pure data components.

The atmospheric model PUMA (Portable University Model of Atmosphere) of the intermediate

complexity climate model PlaSim was taken first, and then the GACM of the INMCM48 climate

model.

3.1. Overview of Basic Models

SibCIOM model

The SibCIOM model is a coupled ice-ocean model and has four independent model compo-

nents: oceanic, atmospheric, sea-ice and land components interacting through the SCM coupler

(Fig. 1a). There exist regional and global versions model.

The grid for the ocean component is a composite tripolar grid [28] composed of two com-

ponents. The first component is spherical grid with a pole at 90◦S. The second component is an

asymmetric bipolar grid (“polar cap”) with poles on land: one in North America and the second

in Eurasia.

The grid of the global version (Fig. 6a) has a horizontal resolution of 1◦×1◦ in longitude and

latitude in the spherical part and from 35 to 94 km within the polar cap. The regional version

uses a grid (Fig. 6b) that covers only the Arctic Ocean and a part of the Atlantic Ocean above
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(a) Global ocean model grid (b) Regional ocean and ice model

grid
(c) Global ice model grid

Figure 6. The SibCIOM composite grid composed of a spherical grid (blue) with a pole at 90◦S
and a bipolar asymmetric grid (red) with two poles allocated in North America and Eurasia

the latitude of 20◦S. There are grids with a resolution of 0.5◦×0.5◦ and 0.25◦×0.25◦ in latitude

and longitude directions in the spherical part and from 7 to 55 km and from 3 to 27 km in the

polar cap, respectively. Both versions of the model have 38 vertical levels to a depth 5500 m.

The ice model uses the same grid as the ocean model for both model versions, though this

is not necessary. The spherical area from 35◦S to 35◦N (Fig. 6c) excluded in the global version

because there is no ice in this area. The regional version uses the ocean model grid (Fig. 6b)

above 35◦N (green line).

Current model configurations use different time steps ∆Tocn and ∆Tice. Time steps for the

global version with resolution 1◦ × 1◦ are ∆Tocn = 4800 s and ∆Tice = 5400 s. The time

steps of the regional version of the ocean model at resolutions 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ and 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ are

∆Tocn = 2400 s and ∆Tocn = 1800 s, respectively. At the same time, the step of the ice model in

both cases is ∆Tice = 3600 s. The model components are synchronized according to the diagram

described in Section 1.4.

SibCIOM is written in FORTRAN90 programming language using MPI. Oceanic and ice

components are parallelized using MPI while atmospheric, land components and coupler are

serial programs. MPI functions are also used for data exchange between coupler and other

model components.

INMCM48 model

INMCM48 is a global climate model developed at the INM RAS. It is able to simulate the

state of the atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, land and vegetation, taking into account the greenhouse

gases. This model has the atmospheric (GACM) and oceanic (GOCM) components with mutual

interaction.

The atmospheric component calculates the state of the atmosphere, land, vegetation and

dynamics of aerosols. Here the horizontal resolution is 2◦ × 1.5◦ in longitude and latitude,

respectively. Vertically, 21 σ-levels up to σ = 0.01 are used. The oceanic component simulates

the state of the ocean and sea ice. It has a resolution 1◦ × 0.5◦ in longitude and latitude and

40 vertical σ-levels. The maximum depth is 5500 m. In current version time step of the GACM

is ∆Tatm = 240 s, while the GOCM time step is ∆Tatm = 1800 s.
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The GACM and GOCM components of the INMCM48 model can be run either in stand-

alone mode (Fig. 7a) or in a coupled mode (Fig. 7b). The coupled run is controlled by a simple

driver that distributes all MPI processes within the MPI COMM WORLD communicator to

the four communicators: atmospheric (MPI COMM ATM), oceanic (MPI COMM OCEAN),

atmospheric-trace (MPI COMM ATM XX) and ocean-trace (MPI COMM OCEAN XX). The

tracer models are optional and work only with their corresponding main models (Fig. 7). For

stand-alone running, there are individual drivers for each component.

(a) Coupled mode (b) Stand-alone mode

Figure 7. INMCM48 model interaction diagrams

As mentioned in the introduction, the GACM and GOCM components are coupled directly

through master processes without any coupler. The GACM sends to GOCM data every 2 hours,

while GOCM sends data every 1 hour. At the same time, the GACM each next time step after

the ocean data received from the GOCM uses the same data for the computations.

INMCM48 is coded with FORTRAN77 language. GACM and GOCM components paral-

lelized using MPI. This model is unique and has been used in various climate researches. It has

also been verified many times during the CMIP experiments.

PlaSim model

Intermediate complexity climate models are the models allowing various simplifications in

describing some physical processes. Such models are suitable in investigating particular physical

processes and relationships between them when some details can be neglected, e.g. subscale

processes. One such model is the PlaSim (Planet Simulator) global climate model developed at

the Institute of Meteorology (the University of Hamburg).

PlaSim model includes atmospheric, ocean, sea ice, land and biosphere components. The

dynamic core of the model is the PUMA (Portable University Model of the Atmosphere). The

other components are nested as subroutines in the atmospheric model.

The PlaSim model works with fine resolution grids and has a limited number of grid reso-

lution configurations. The number of grid points by latitude is 2n, by longitude is 2n+1, where

n = 1, . . . , 8. The vertical coordinate is σ, and the minimum number of vertical levels is 5.

Note, that all components use the same grid. Default time step of the atmosphere model is

∆Tatm = 2700 s, while the sea ice and ocean model use a time step of one day.

The model does not have an external coupler and works in SIMD mode. Atmosphere and

sea ice models coupled directly every 32 time steps and the sea ice and ocean model are coupled

every time step.
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Table 1. Arrays sent by the atmospheric component to the coupler

Atmosphere → Coupler

Variable name
Name in

model
SibCIOM

PlaSim-

ICMMG1.0

INMCM-

SibCIOM

Wind velocity height zlvl + + +

Temperature and humidity height zlvlu + + +

U -wind velocity components uatm + + +

V -wind velocity components vatm + + +

Potential temperature potT + + +

Air temperature Tair + + +

Specific humidity Qa + + +

Air density rhoa + + +

Downward shortwave radiation Fsw + + +

Downward longwave radiation Flw + + +

Precipitation rate (rain) Frain + + +

Precipitation rate (snow) Fsnow + + +

Cloudiness cld + + –

CO2 flux to ocean cco2 + + +

Greenland river discharge transport small riv + + +

U -wind stress component taux – – +

V -wind stress component tauy – – +

Upward longwave radiation lwup – – +

Sensible heat flux hsn – – +

Latent heat flux hlt – – +

Table 2. Arrays delivered by the coupler to the atmospheric component

Coupler → Atmosphere

Variable name
Name in

model
SibCIOM

PlaSim-

ICMMG1.0

INMCM-

SibCIOM

Surface temperature tsurf –(+) + +

Drag-coefficient for wind stress cu –(+) + –

Drag-coefficient for sensible heat flux ct –(+) + –

Drag-coefficient for evaporation flux ce –(+) + –

Surface albedo albed –(+) + –

Ice compactness dicec –(+) + +

CO2 flux to the atmosphere fco2 –(+) + +

Sensible heat flux hsn –(+) – +

Latent heat flux hlt –(+) – +
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3.2. Construction of New Climate Models

To couple a new model component to the coupler, the component must be configured as

described in Section 1.1. Then, the coupling is carried out through MPI data exchange proce-

dures.

During data exchange step, each model component sends to the coupler its current state

described by a set of two-dimensional arrays. The current states of the models are required

to compute the fluxes. After the fluxes have been computed, the coupler sends back to each

component the other sets of two-dimensional arrays. For example, in the SibCIOM model, the

atmospheric component sends to the coupler 15 arrays (Tab. 1), which are sufficient for calculat-

ing the atmospheric fluxes between atmosphere and ocean and atmosphere and ice. The coupler

may send any data to the atmospheric component, but the data will not be used by it since

the atmospheric component is a pure model component (Tab. 2). In the general case, the set

of arrays is not fixed and depends on the coupled model. Note that the data transfer from the

coupler to the atmospheric component can be enabled when testing the coupler’s communication

capabilities.

Two examples of constructing the climate models using the SCM coupler are described

below. The main principle is replacing the atmospheric component of the SibCIOM model with

a General Atmospheric Circulation Model. The first model is obtained by coupling the GACM

of INMCM48 model [36], the second model is obtained by using the GACM of PlaSim model [12].

INMCM-SibCIOM model

When building the INMMC-SibCIOM model, the original driver of the GACM

component was modified by replacing the original initialization subroutines with the

setup mpi(′model name′) (see Section 1.2). The MPI communicator of the GACM becomes

the sub-communicator created in this subroutine.

The data exchange process between the components was also changed. In the original IN-

MCM48 model, the GACM component received 5 two-dimensional arrays, and then sent 11 two-

dimensional arrays, one one-dimensional array and one constant. To synchronize the exchanges

between coupler and GACM, the order of exchanges was reversed: sending to coupler first,

then receiving from coupler. The original subroutines were replaced with the new ones using

functions from [3]: MPI/mpi tools.F. The arrays sent to the coupler are shown in Tab. 1. The

arrays received from the coupler remained the same as for the original model (see. Tab. 2). The

coupling also began to be performed every step of the atmosphere model instead of two, as in

the original model.

It is worth noting that flux calculation functions from the atmosphere to the ocean were

disabled in the coupler to avoid a significant heat imbalance. The program code of the atmosphere

model is too complex to make various changes to it, so the best solution was to send the fluxes

calculated by GACM.

Thus, the INMCM-SibCIOM model is a global climate model composed of three model

components coupled with each other through the SCM coupler. Since the GACM includes a

nested land model, the interaction diagram of the model components corresponds to diagram

from Fig. 1a with the missing land component. The configurations of the grids and time steps

correspond to ones that global SibCIOM model and GACM of the INMCM48 model use (Sec-

tion 3.1).
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The availability of such a climate model gives more opportunities to investigate a wide

range of problems related, for example, to the study of the response of atmospheric circulation

to climate change in the Arctic.

PlaSim-ICMMG1.0 model

The PUMA model is coupled to the SCM coupler in the same way as the GACM of the

INMCM48 model. Subroutines for data exchange, consistent with the SCM coupler protocol,

were developed and the necessary synchronization points were created. The process of model

development is described in more detail in [31].

The PUMA also has a nested land model like the GACM of INMCM48. Therefore, the

interaction diagram corresponds to that of the INMCM-SibCIOM model. The set of arrays to

be exchanged is presented in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. In this model, the fluxes from the atmosphere

to the ocean are computed by the coupler in the same way as for the SibCIOM model.

The grid configurations and time steps for the ocean and ice models are the same as in

the global version of the SibCIOM model. The grid of the atmospheric model has a resolution

2.8125◦ × 2.8125◦ in latitude and longitude (64 by 128 nodes), respectively. The coupling is

performed each time step ∆Ta = 1200 s.

Thus, the PlaSim-ICMMG1.0 model is an intermediate complexity model since it has a

PUMA as the atmospheric component, but with complete ocean and sea ice models from the

SibCIOM model. Therefore, this model can be used, e.g., to study both changes in the large-

scale atmospheric dynamics occurring on large time scales due to changes in the Arctic climate

and, conversely, the long-term effect of large-scale atmospheric phenomena on the climate of the

Arctic region. In particular, this model was used to investigate the mechanisms that influence

the recently observed Arctic climate warming [31].

Conclusions

The SCM coupler performs its primary functions, such as exchange synchronization and

interpolation, and has other optional functions, such as flux calculation and tidal effect account-

ing. But, it is less functional concerning the already existing couplers. For example, the OASIS

coupler is implemented in several programming languages (Fortran, and C), has coupling li-

brary and integrated coupling framework versions, and includes several types of interpolation

functions. Nevertheless, having our software product makes it significantly easier to control its

versions and allows us to modify it with less effort.

The SCM coupler allows coupling different models of climate system components, as was

demonstrated by the GACM components of the INMCM48 and PlaSim models. Thus, climate

model INMCM-SibCIOM and climate model of intermediate complexity PlaSim-ICMMG1.0

were built. These models allow solving various problems of climate variability on different time

scales. Moreover, they enable us to analyze and understand in more detail the drivers of climate

change in the Arctic region and estimate its impact on the global climate.

Several modifications are planned for the next version of SCM coupler. First is the imple-

mentation of its parallelized version to improve performance. In particular, it would be useful

to implement parallel flux calculation and parallel interpolation in the coupler as it is done in

modern couplers. This is especially important when increasing the grid resolution of the model.

Also, multiple MPI processes can concurrently exchange data with model components, which

will reduce coupler idle time. Second is adding an interpolation procedure with the conservation
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property for arbitrarily shaped grids, since the standard interpolation procedure may over- or

underestimate the interpolated value in a grid cell. It is crucial, for example, when calculating

radiation and heat fluxes since there is a balance of heat and radiation in the simulated climate

system, and disbalance can lead to errors. The third task is creating more flexible versions of

the coupler suitable for coupling to any number of different components.

The source code SCM coupler is available on Github [3].
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